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TV Time Consumer App

ad-free app

and website

for TV fans

TRACK 
shows I’m watching

BE NOTIFIED 
when my shows air, have news

FIND WHERE
to watch my shows

DISCOVER 
new shows to watch

ENGAGE 
with fellow show fans



12 Million
registered users

World’s Largest TV Fan Community

2.3 Million
Monthly Active Users

800k-1MM
Daily Active Users

11 Billion
Episodes tracked

72%
Users active for >6 months



Case Study 
A NEW WAY TO 

VALUE PROGRAMS



Comedy Comparison

Comedy A (Client Reps Talent)
30 Min

Family Sitcom
*Slightly Lower Nielsen Ratings

Comedy B (Same Network as A)
30 Min

Family Sitcom
*Higher Nielsen Ratings

A talent agency client was in negotiations with a network around a comedy package. They felt 
that the network was undervaluing their program, based largely on traditional metrics, and was 
missing key elements of why it was successful.  

The agency asked us to help them prove the true value of their program. 
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Emotional response to ‘Comedy A’ is shifting

Viewers are having a much stronger and more complex reaction to 
‘Comedy A’ today, and fewer think of it as simply a “funny” show.

For this analysis, strong emotions were defined as “Good,” “Bad,” and “Wow”Source: TV Time / Date: June 27, 2018 / U.S. Viewership Only
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Viewer Response to ‘Comedy A’ Viewer Response to ‘Comedy B’

Strong Emotion

“Funny”



‘Comedy A’ viewers skew more digital

Source: TV Time / Date: May 7, 2018
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616#Responses#/#Based#on#U.S.#Survey

People were more likely to 
watch ‘Comedy A’ on hulu. 
Only 22% said they watched it 
on its linear broadcast. 



And away from TV as their device of choice

Based on U.S. data onlySource: TV Time / Date: October 22, 2018
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A substantial portion (29%) 
of ‘Comedy A’ viewing was 
done outside the TV glass 
and is therefore less likely 
to be captured by standard 
ratings methodologies. 

29%

20%



‘Comedy A’ has strong female representation

Source: TV Time / Date: October 22, 2018 Based on U.S. data only
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Almost half (48%) of ‘Comedy A’ 
viewers voted for a female as 
their favorite character. That was 
10 percentage points higher than 
‘Comedy B.’



Engagement favors ‘Comedy A’ in recent seasons

Source: TV Time / Date: October 22, 2018 Based on U.S. data only
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Season'1 Season'2 Season'3 Season'4 Season'5

While it fluctuates on 
an episode by episode 
basis, overall ‘Comedy 
A’ has emerged as a 
more engaging show 
than ‘Comedy B.’ 



‘Comedy A’ has a younger audience

Source: TV Time / Date: October 22, 2018 Based on U.S. data only
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Key Takeaways

We were able to show that ‘Comedy A’ had a very different audience than ‘Comedy B’ and was 
therefore valuable to the network in different ways:

● Viewer emotional response was more layered and complex - beyond a traditional sitcom

● It was more likely to be watched on a digital platform, which could indicate long-tail value

● It was more often viewed outside the TV glass, suggesting viewership not completely 
captured by traditional ratings

● Fans gravitated toward female characters, a potential selling point for the network

● Viewer engagement with the show was building over time, a key consideration for brands

● It had a younger audience, which was attractive to the network
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Thank You
Alex von Krogh

Vice President, Sales


